MEETINGS IN MOSCOW
A short but exciting visit to Mother Russia

MCI’s Hugo Slimbrouck asked BBT Online to be the media partner and to find a suitable
group of planners with potential for a famtrip to Moscow last month. It would be a short
but intense visit, organised together with Ovation Global DMC, its local partner Galaktika, Brussels Airlines and Ritz-Carlton. We would get a first impression of what Moscow
has to offer as a meeting & incentive destination, take a look at some of its most prized
and surprising venues and of course enjoy the local cuisine and hospitality. It only took
a couple of hours to convince the delegates of the city’s MICE value. Moscow has an
amazing amount of assets. Let’s find out what they are together.
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Going for a river-cruise (including a multi course dinner, is one of the best ways
to get a nice overview of the city centre of Moscow.

All famtrip participants from left to right: Natalia Piletskaya (Galaktika DMC), Tina Joris (Max), Eva Roels (Thomas Cook), Lydia Franken (BCD
Meetings & Events), Veerle Deruyck (X-perience), Bert Knuts (Eventmasters), Kathleen Vandenbroecke (Brussels Airlines), Jan Van Den Broeck
(AIM International), Karin de Graauw (BBT Online), Geraldine Huybrechts (B-Eventic), Hugo Slimbrouck (Ovation Global DMC) and our Russian
tour guide inside Bunker 42.

From the left: our guide with the Ovation Bear and the inside of the GUM Store
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centre that could have only been built in Russia. Most
of them are around the 200m mark in height and seem
to come straight out of a Batman movie, but they make
for a unique and unmistakable skyline.

Moscow is surprising in many ways when you first
arrive. First of all, it is huge: not only the city itself
but its buildings as well. Nothing is small in Moscow.
The building style of the historic centre is larger than
life and sometimes a bit bombastic, but somehow it
fits the destination perfectly. The architecture can be
imposing but beautiful at the same time. Quintessential
examples are Stalin’s Seven Sisters: seven monstrously
gigantic, stone skyscrapers spread out over the city

What also took me by surprise was how immaculately
clean the old town is. You’ll have difficulty finding a
single piece of candy wrapper on the sidewalk. They
even had sprinkler systems installed under a couple of
the main roads to clean them when needed. The city
offers lots of open space as well. Moscow is impressive
and sometimes a bit overpowering, but it doesn’t press
down on you. You’ll always find lots of breathing room
and vistas to enjoy. The capital also comes with an
amazing amount of parks and greenery. Ranked based
on the total size of its parks – it can be considered
one of the greenest cities on the planet. You can cruise
down the Moscow River for kilometres surrounded by
little more than trees on both banks.

ith geopolitical tensions rising, Moscow
might not be topping everyone’s list as an
event or incentive destination these days.
Practically no one in our little group of travellers had
ever visited the Russian capital before. This would
truly be a first experience for everyone – for me as
well. Everything I knew about Russia and its people
came from books, movies and the internet. Would my
personal experiences debunk the usual clichés?

The Moscow subway in all its glory. Almost looks like a ballroom, doesn’t it?

Moscow as a MICE destination
Taking a look at some facts and figures, Moscow
has an impressive resume. It calls itself the world’s
northernmost megacity. More than 12 million people
live within the city limits, making it Europe’s second
largest metropolis after Istanbul but way before Paris,
London and Berlin. Moscow – logically – is Russia’s
economic powerhouse, generating more than 20%
of the country’s GDP. This makes it a vibrant city; a
magnet for resources and talent, which in turn makes it
a global, business, political and scientific centre hosting
thousands of events.

tourist industry, and you get a prime destination for
both events and incentives.

Moscow has three international airports, more than
30 convention and exhibition venues and more
than 80 conference hotels. Combine this with the
best universities & research labs in the country, 237
theatres, more than 300 museums, close to 300 malls,
more than 3,000 restaurants and a very well developed

A textbook first impression
Straight from the airport, before checking in to our
hotel, we were to visit the quintessential Moscow
sight: the famous Red Square bordered by the walls of
the Kremlin and the gorgeous St. Basil’s Cathedral –
which, oddly for Moscow, was surprisingly small. The

The city is currently remodelling itself to face the 21st
century. Not too far away from the old town, Moscow
International Business Centre is being built as we
speak. Six of the ten tallest buildings in Europe are
located here, in a skyline looking more like an Asian
megacity than a historic European capital. When
finished, the area will combine business activity, living
space and entertainment in its role as the city’s newest
hub.

The group in front of the famous St. Basil’s Cathedral.

Clockwise from the top left: Eva Roels & Veerle Deruyck, one
of Stalin’s Seven Sisters and Karin de Graauw and Jan Van Den
Broeck

Red Square is remarkably and unexpectedly cosy: full
of tourists making pictures & people getting married.
Compared with its Chinese counterpart Tiananmen,
which is essentially an almost empty urban desert full
of security checks, it is a breath of fresh air.
Across from the Kremlin gates lies the GUM store,
possible the most beautiful shopping mall I’ve ever
seen. Behind its beautiful facade you can stroll through
long, multi-floor passages full of shops, cafés and
bridges filled with terraces. Everything is covered by a
large, arched glass roof. The GUM Store comes with a
demonstration hall on one of the top floors looking out
over the Kremlin. This makes for a fancy and classically
furbished event hall for large groups on one of the
most iconic spots in Russia. You could do worse.
Speaking of the Kremlin: it’s also different from
what you would expect. The outside walls look kind
of menacing, it’s true, but inside everything is lofty
and green. Besides of course a string of government
buildings – not to be entered – you can visit several
golden domed churches, the world’s largest cannon

and the world’s largest bell (broken, sadly). You can
even take a look at Putin’s helicopter pad. Don’t forget
to be on time for the changing of the guards at the gate
– it’s like Buckingham Palace without the silly hats.

Moscow’s underground wonderland
Strangely, some of the most surprising and beautiful
sights in Moscow can be found deep under its surface.
The subway system for example. Opened in the
1930s, some of its more famous stations look more
like ballrooms than metro stops. Large chandeliers,
classical columns, vaulted and wonderfully decorated
ceilings: it’s superb. Think about that next time you
slide into a depression waiting for your ride in the
dreary Brussels subway. The trains are abundant and
on time too. Taking the metro is probably the easiest
way to get around in Moscow.
Even more surprising and by far the most unique
venue we visited during our stay was Bunker 42: a
nuclear bomb shelter commissioned by Stalin in the
early fifties – more than 60m under the surface in the
middle of the city centre. It’s covered by a fake concrete

Boven: Ürs verenigt bergwandelingen op ongeëvenaarde wijze
met kettingroken.
Onder: Het meertje naast Lenzerheide zorgt op zonnige dagen
voor heel wat familiepret.

Ritz-Carlton Moscow
We were lucky to stay at the Ritz Carlton Moscow, located just off the Red
Square. This majestic building was built and decorated in the lavish style of
Russian Classicism, but – almost unbelievable – it’s only eight years old.
It houses 334 beautiful and spacious rooms, making it the largest five-star
venue in the city centre. It comes with an entire floor dedicated to events,
with a grand ballroom, several halls and some smaller meeting rooms. The
most stunning feature though, is the hotel’s marvellous rooftop restaurant
and its superb outdoor terrace. This is what we call dinner with a view: best
seats in town.
We spent a wonderful evening on this rooftop. Sabraging
champagne bottles, enjoying a splendid dinner prepared by the hotel’s
French chef. For more info, check out www.ritzcarlton.com

Clockwise from the top left: Ritz-Carlton’s doorman, the hotel’s ballroom, Bert Knuts sabraging a champagne bottle on the rooftop and Hugo Slimbrouck,
Galaktika’s Natalia Piletskaya, Brussels Airlines’ Kathleen Vandenbroecke and Ritz-Carlton’s Elizaveta Novoselova at the big meeting table.

Clockwise from the top left: Hugo Slimbrouck, Kathleen Vandenbroecke, Karin de Graauw, Eva Roels, Lydia Franken, Jan Van Den Broeck, Bert Knuts and
Tina Joris in the hotel lobby, Elizaveta Novoselova and the Ritz-Carlton’s French chef, the Ritz-Carlton reception girls, Eva Roels, Karin de Graauw, Geraldine Huybrechts & Kathleen Vandenbroecke in their best Russian hats, and Hugo Slimbrouck popping a bottle as well.

‘Happily ever after’ on the Red Square.

These are some of the rooms available in Bunker 42. Stunning venue.

residential building and was completely equipped with
everything needed to survive a direct nuclear blast,
including personal living quarters for Stalin and a so
called ‘war room’. After the cold war ended, it turned
into a museum, but now you can organise all sorts of
events down there: parties, large or small meetings
and conferences. All of them in very original and well
furbished halls. There’s even an underground paintball
area. Honestly, this venue and its possibilities are
amazing, and it doesn’t even feel claustrophobic.
Completely unique. www.bunker42.com

Cruising the Moscow River
We had our last dinner on a River Palace Cruise. This
means enjoying multiple courses on a luxury dining
ship while the Moscow scenery floats by. It’s a great
way to get your bearings as well. Moscow is so vast
it can be a bit overwhelming. Taking a slow, relaxing
look at it from the water while the sun sets over the
city’s golden domes gives you a good idea of the bigger
picture. You’ll sail past modern skyscrapers, historic
quarters and people picnicking on the green river banks

– all with a refreshing glass of wine by your side: a
great way to end a first visit to Moscow. It will not be
our last.

Published on www.bbtonline.eu in September
2015. Like our reports? Like our Facebook page as
well!

These are the partners who made the trip possible:
Ovation Global DMC: www.ovationdmc.com
Galaktika: www.galaktika-russia.com
Brussels Airlines: www.brusselsairlines.com
Ritz-Carlton: www.ritzcarlton.com
For more info on Moscow as a MICE destination,
contact Natalia Piletskaya via natalia@galakti
ka-russia.com

The beautiful Cathedral of Christ the Saviour

The inside of the Kremlin is surprisingly beautiful.

Clockwise from the top left: Hugo Slimbrouck & Bert Knuts on a mission in Bunker 42, the changing of the guard in the Kremlin, Red
Square and Karin de Graauw meeting some old friends.

